World AUV Market Forecast 2014-2018

Description: The 5th edition of the AUV Market Forecast covers all key commercial themes relevant to players across the value chain in all AUV sectors:

- Technology review – description of current technology and ongoing developments.
- Competitive landscape – for manufacturers and operators, including their main activities.
- Key drivers – identification and discussion of key underlying drivers and their influence on the global AUV market by sector.
- Regional forecasts – analysis of AUV demand development from 2014 to 2018.
- Sector forecasts – demand for AUV units segmented by commercial, military & research sectors, including recent activities and drivers for each activity and region.

Why purchase the AUV Market Forecast?

- Unique and proprietary data – updated continually from published sources and insight gained from industry consultation.
- Methodology – the report uses research from DW's in-house databases, as well as further primary research, which involved consultations with manufactures, operators and researchers to obtain the latest information on the AUV market.
- Concise report layout – consistent with DW's commitment to delivering value for our clients, all our market forecasts have a concise layout consisting of industry background and supporting materials condensed to enable quick review with 'speed-read' summaries of key points throughout.

An essential report – for financial institutions, technology developers, manufacturers and distributors, agencies and organisations responsible for mapping and monitoring the marine environment, offshore construction and rig move/drilling companies, oil & gas companies and survey organisations wanting to gain a better understanding of where and when to make investment decisions.
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